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Here was Ralph Turner, too, whose trails had crossed mine
at many places within a radius of ten thousand miles. More-
over, here was Raymond G. Carroll, the "hermit crab" of
newspaperdom, recalling "Dead Man's Hill" of war days.
Here was Herbert Swope of the Peace Conference.
Another memory takes me back to 1910 when in the
Chicago office of the United Press I caught a fleeting glimpse
of a man rushing from San Francisco to New York on his
way to Europe. This was Karl von Wiegand, ex-Associated
Press writer, now with the rival organization, who was bound
for Berlin. Little did any one realize then that Von Wiegand,
Iowa-born German-American, would a few years later, as a
neutral correspondent, write some of the best war news that
up to that time had been written. His interview with the
Crown Prince of Germany in those piping times of Prussian
blatancy stands out in one's memory as second only to his
account of the Zeppelin commander who had flown the great
airship over London, strewing death and disaster for the first
time over the metropolis.
I would not exchange these and other acquaintances of two
decades in the newspaper game for anything in the world.
Life is too short.
Talk of Jeflfersonian simplicity on the Democratic side of
the campaign in 1928 recalled for me the Washington of long
ago. My assignment there I account among my most interest-
ing experiences, when as a youthful reporter covering, at
intervals, the House and Senate, I was sent by the United
Press to the White House and told to give the waiting world
the news of everything that should happen there. Some of
the men with whom I came in contact then are gone. Others
are men of the first rank in the political world to-day.
Foremost of all was the big, jovial, and charming Wil-

